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EXECUTI VE SUMMARY 
Space Operations and ~I'" Rockwell 
Satellite Systems Division "A~ International 
\ 
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY CONTENT 
STUDY OBJECTIVE 
"ANALYZE, IN A PRELIMINARY FASHION, THE IMPLICATION 
OF USING THE SHUTTLE WITH THE SOC, INCLUDING CONSTRAINTS 
THAT THE SHUTTLE WILL PLACE UPON THE SOC DESIGN. IDENTIFY 
ALL THE CONSIDERATIONS INVOLVED IN THE USE OF THE SHUTTLE 
AS A PART OF THE SOC CONCEPT. II 
• IMPLI CATIONS TO THE SOC 
• IMPLI CATIONS TO THE SHUTTLE 
• IMPLICATIONS TO AN OTV/MOTV 
Space Operations and ~I~ Rockwell 
Salelille Syslems Division ., A ~ Internahonal 4 
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MULTIPLE GEO PROPELLANT 
SHUTTLE SORTIE SERVICE STATION 
I 
I I 
II STAGING:I I STAG ING -I EXPENDABLE RETURN-
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I IMPLICATIONS TO THE SPACE OPERATIONS CENTER (SOC) I 
Space Operations and ~I~ Rockwell 
Satellite Systems Division "'A~ Internatlonal 
SOC ORBIT ALTITUDE IMPLICATIONS 
" 
USE VARIABLE ALTITUDE STRATEGY I 
IMPLICATIONS I 
FLY HIGH AlT FLY LOW ALT 
h 
• LO TRAFFIC • HI TRAFFIC 
• HI ATMOS DENSITY • LOW ATMOS DENSITY • SIZES PROPELLANT CAPACITY ON SOC 
• UNIQUE OPERATIONAL ACTIVITIES REQUIRED 
TO COORDINATE LOGISTICS DELIVERY 
SCHEDULES & MANIFESTS WITH SOC ALTITUDE 
• COMM/DATA LINK FOR SOLAR ACTIVITY 
DATA REQUIRED 
...... - .", 
1990 YR 2000 
Space Operallons and ~11h. Rockwell 
Salellile Syslems DIVIsion "b~ International 31SSD15822 
7 
SOC ASSEMBLY IMPLICATIONS 
MODULE DEPLOYMENT & TRANSPORT I 
UNTENDED OPERATIONS t 
IMPLICATIONS I 
/ RMS GRAPPLE DEVICE 
~~ROVISIONS 
• PIDA INTERFACE PROVIS IONS 





• Res BOOM & THRUSTERS REQUIRED 
FOR ADEQUATE CONTROL COUPLES 
Space Operallons and ~I~ Rockwell 
Saleilite Syslems DIVIsIOn P ~ ~ Internatlonal 3155015819 
\ 
SOC ASSEMBLY IMPLICATIONS 
~ASSEMBLY ALIGNMENT I IMPLICATIONS I 
• ALIGNMENT KIT REQUIRED FOR MODULE 
ASSEMBLY 
• MOUNTING PROVISIONS FOR 







ORBITER DOCKING LOCATIONS I 




cfID!ifltt:nt11 LOCATIO N 
ASSEMBLY 
• PORT ORIENTED FOR TAIL DOWN ORBITER 
POSITION 
Space Operations and ~l~ Rockwell 
Satellite Systems DIVISion "'A~ Internahonal 31SSD15821 
SOC ASSEMBLY IMPLICATIONS 
------"~---( LIGHTS & TV CAMERAS FOR SOC ASSEMBLY & SOC OPERATIONS' 
" LIGHTS AND TV CAMERA, TARGET (STANDARD) DOCKING 
LIGHT FOR EACH BERTHING PORT 
MARKER LIGHTS 
AT ALL MAJOR 
EXTREMITIES 
(45 PLCS, INCLUDING 
4 AT EACH OF 3 
DOCKING PORTS) \, 
- ' =r"_ 
ANTENNA 
(SAM) 
Space Operallons and ~I'" Rockwell 
Salelille Srslems DIVISion ~b~ International 
LIGHTS & TV CAMERA 
ON DOCKING PORT 
(FIRST FlIGHn 
2 - TV CAMERAS AND 
2 - LIGHTS ON DOCKING 
MODULE AFT SIDES 
(TILT & PAN) 
11055D12006B 
(0 
DOCKING AND/OR BERTHING IMPLICATIONS 
, STANDARD MATING INTERFACE I 
IMPLICATIONS I 
• ALL SOC MODULES TO INCORPORATE 
THE PASSIVE STANDARD INTERFACE PORT 
FREON SUPPL V (PRI & SEC) _-
FREON RETURN (PRI & SEC) 
H20 COOLANT SUPPL V (PRI & SEC) 
H20 COOLANT RETURN (PRI & SEC) 
H20 COOLANT RETURN (PRI & SEC) 
H20 POTABLE SUPPL Y 













• STANDARD MATING INTERFACES 
• PASS IVE PORTS 
Space Operallons and ~I~ Rockwell 
Satellite Srstems DIvIsion ~ ~ International 31S5D15823 
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DOCKING AND/OR BERTHING IMPLICATIONS 
R'UNAWAY JET CONDITION f 
• ABORT ,MODE PLUME IMPINGEMENT , 
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I MPLI CAli ONS I 
• soc DESIGN TO INCORPORATE RUNAWAY 
JET ABORT Hi-Z THRUST IMPACTS, PRESSURE, 
TEMPERATURE & CONTAMINANTS 
• UNPROTECTED INSULATION (MLI) SUBJECT 
TO DAMAGE FROM ABORT THRUST PRESSURES 
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DOCKING AND/OR BERTHING IMPLICATIONS 
RUNAWAY JET COND ITI ON ," IMPLICATIONS I 
• CONTACT MODE 
• SOC/ORBITER INTERFACE DESIGNED TO 
ACCEPT RUNAWAY JET LOADS AFTER MATING 
• SOC ATTITUDE CONTROL MUST BE 
DESIGNED TO ACCOMMODATE THE 
RUN AWAY JET IMPOSED FORCES 
Space Operahom. and ~I~ Rockwell 
Satellite Systems DIYI~lon "A~ International 3155D15820 
CHI.LDOWN 
VfNT--_ 
FUEL TRANSFER IMPLICATIONS 








PROPELLANT STORAGE BENEFITS I 
- PROPElLANT lOGISTICS SAVINGS 
• ET PROPElLANT RECOVERY 
- ELIMINATE ROUND-OFF fLTS 
• REFRIGERATION 
- UNCOUPLE LOGISTICS 
- EASE fLEET PLANNING 
-IMPROVE SHUTTLE UTILIZATION 
-RAPID MISSION RESPONSE 





Space Operations and ~I"" IRnOteCrknWa~lol nal 
Salellile Syslems Olvuilon "A~ LI 
IMPLICA TI Cl'-IS I 
- fUEL TRANSfER CONTROL 
fROM SOC 
-TRANSfER lINE(S) ON SOC 
FUEL TRANSFER 
LINE 
• DEDICATED PROVISIONS 
ON SOC FOR PROPELLANT 
STORAGE 
I PROPELLANT 
)~J~I\I \ _~TORAGE TANKS 
~~'~t~~'~~--~ ,. 
U 1111t1 I 
l I II III ~ Ir ,. ' ______ 
'-~ '\.--- STANDARD PORT---, 
INTERFACE 
A~ ~2\'Y ~-n 
315SD15817 
FLIGHT SUPPORT FACILITY IMPLICATIONS 
ORBlT.ER DOCKING MISALIGNMENT 
J 
I· I 
! I : 
I ' 
" 
SERVICING FACl L1TY ASSEMBLY I 
SERVICE CONTROL -~ 




I MPLI CAn ONS I 
• FLIGHT SUPPORT FACILITY RELOCATED 
FOR CLEARANCE 
• SOC PRIMARY CONTROL CENTER 
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Satellite Systems DIvisIOn ,,~~ Internahonal 3155015814 
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• ASSEMBLY, LAUNCH, RETRIEVE EARLY 
GEO SATELLITE DELIVERY MISSIONS 
• SERVICE SINGLE STAGE OTV 







• ASSEMBLE, LAUNCH, RETRIEVE MOTV MISSIONS 
• SERVICE 2 STAGE MOTV, AND OTHER 
SPACECRAFT SIMULTANEOUSLY 
• PROPElLANT STORAGE: ON SPACE BASE 
Space Operallons and ~I'" Rockwell 
Satellite Systems DIvIsion '" ~ ~ Internahonal 21SSD15053A 
I OPERA TI aNAL I 
• COORDINATE OPERATIONAL 
ALTITUDE WITH LOGISTICS 
TRAFFIC DENSITY 





soc IMPLI CATI ONS 
I DESIGN CRITERIA' 
• RUN-AWAY JET ABORT 
PLUME PRESSURES I HEATING 
& CONTAMINANTS 
• SOC ATTITUDE CONTROL 
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Space Operallons and ~I~ Rockwell 
Sa:elille Srs1ems DIVISIon "'A~ Internattonal 
TEMPORARY ASSEMBLY 
REQUI REMENTS 
• RCS BOOM & THRUSTERS 
• MODULE ALIGNMENT KIT 
SERVICING FIXTURE 





IMPLICATIONS TO THE SHUTTLE I 
Space Operallons and 4I1~ Rockwell 
Salelille Systems Division .,~~ International /<1 
SHUTTLE SOC ASSEMBLY IMPLICATIONS 
SOC MODULE DEPLOYMENT FROM 
ORBITE'R PAYLOAD BAY IMPLICATIONS I 
PIDA 
• PROVIDE INSTALLATION & CONTROLS FOR 
PIDA & TILT & PAN LIGHT ON AFT BHD 
SOC SUPPORTED FOR RMS REACH 
CAPABI L1TY 
• PROVIDE INSTALLATION OF HPA 
• PROVIDE ADAPTER 
Space Operations and AIII~ Rockwell 
Satetllte Sy&tems DIYISlon "'A~ InternatlOnal 31S5D15828 
SHUffLE BERTHING AND lOR DOCKING IMPLICATIONS 
D.oCKING OPERATIONS I IMPLICATIONS J 
n ---------------
AXIAL CLOSING VEL 
LATERAL VEL 
ANGULAR VEL soc ORBITER 
BERTHING OPERATIONS I 




• RMS SOFTWARE MODIFICATIONS 
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RUN 3,~X ! -57B 
o 
a. 
Space Operallons and .. I ... Rockwell 
Satellite Syslems DIVISion "A~ Internahonal 3155015812 
SHUTTLE CREW TRANSPORT IMPLICATIONS 
IMPLICATIONS I 
• THREE OPTIONS AVAILABLE. TWO REQUIRE 
PROVISIONS FOR TWO ADDITIONAL SEATS 
IN ORBITER MID-DECK 
PASSENGER 
SEATS (6)·~~~~n 
TRANSPORT TO OR FROM 








Spdce Operations and ~I~ Rockwell 
Satelille Systems DIvision "'A" International 
OPTION 1 
ADDED 



















Satellite S perahons and ~~ ystems DIVISion Rockwell 
. International 31SSD 15818 
Zl 
IMPLICATIONS TO AN OTV I MOTV I 
Space Operallons and ~I~ Rockwell 
Satellite Systems DIvision "A~ International 
OTV DOCKING/BERTHING IMPLICATIONS 
OTV / MOTV DOCK TO SERV I CE FI XTURE 









Space Operations and ~I"" Rockwell 




"I PIDA & SERVICE 












OTV SYSTEMS REPLACEMENT IMPLICATIONS 
\ 
I MODULAR SYS'TEMS PACKAGES AS lRU'S I 
~ J 
UPPER FLOATING 
....... / NUT 
........ 
/11............ ~ELECTRICAL 
1 ........ CON NECTOR 
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Space Operallon$ and .... l~ Rockwell 
Satellite Systtlmli DIVISion ,,~~ Internahonal 
[ IMPLICATIONS 








SERVICING FIXTURE PROVIDES 
UMBILICALS FOR CHEC K-OUT 
& MONITORING, LINE/TANK 
PURGING, PROPELLANT FILL, 









OTV SERVICING FACILITIES IMPLICATIONS 
( IMPLICATIONS I 











LH Z LINE & 






--L"dYLH2 LINE & TANK 




LH2 FILL & DRAIN 
INTERFACE 
Space Operahons and ~I"" Rockwell 
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CONCLUS 10NS- SOC 
, 
OPERATIO''NAL IMPLICATIONS 
• ORBITAL ALTITUDE-COORDINATION WITH SOLAR ACTIVITY & LOGISTICS TRAFFIC 
• AUXILIARY ATTITUDE CONTROL FOR UNTENDED SOC ASSEMBLY ARRANGEMENTS 
• SOC ASSEMBLY ALIGNMENT UTILIZING TV CAMERA AND TARGET 
DES IGN IMPLICATIONS 
• RUNAWAY JET PLUME FORCES, HEATING, CONTAMINATES 
• RUNAWAY JET FORCES WHEN DOCKED 
• ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEM TO ACCEPT DOCKED RUNAWAY JET FORCES 
• SOC CONTROL CENTER IN PRESSURE VOLUME 1 
BENEFITS 
• VARIABLE ALTITUDE STRATEGY SAVES LOGISTICS COSTS 
• STANDARD INTERFACE APPLI CABLE TO OTHER S PACE PROGRAMS 
• PROPELLANT STORAGE SAVES PROPELLANT LOGISTICS & IMPROVES SHUTTLE UTlLlZ. 
• FLIGHT SUPPORT FACILITY CONCEPT SIMPLIFIES GROWTH CAPABILITY 
Space Operallonli and .... I~ Rockwell 
!;aleillte Systems Dlvl$lon "A" Internatlonal 
CONClU S IONS - SHUfflE 
OPERATIONAL IMPLI CATIONS 
• DOCKING/BERTHING CONTROL PROCEDURES 
• RUNAWAY JET CONTROL PROCEDURES 
DESIGN IMPLICATIONS 
• DOCKING MODULE/TUNNEL ADAPTER/ 
PAYLOAD BAY INTERFACES 
• PROVI S IONS FOR 8 PASSENGERS 
• ADD IT IONAl LI GHTS 
BENEFITS 
• lOGISTICS TRANSPORT-MINIMUM TURNAROUND 
Space Operallons and AIII~ Rockwell 





• DOCKING CONTROL FOR SERVICE FIXTURE MATING 
• SERVICING UMBLICAL INTERFACES ARRANGEMENT 
DES I GN IMPLI CATIONS 
• SUBSYSTEM MODULAR PACKAGE ARRANGEMENT 
• STANDARD MATING INTERFACE 
• PIDA INTERFACE 
BENEFITS 
• SIMPLIFY SERVICING OPERATIONS 
• SIMPLIFY MATING OPERATIONS 
Space Operallons and ~I~ Rockwell 
Satellite Systems Division "A.~ International 
FUTU RE TASKS 
\ \ 
I I 
• ESTABLISH CONTROL ALGORITHMS FOR DETERMINATION OF OPERATIONAL 
FLIGHT ALTITUDES 
• PERFORM SIMULATIONS TO VERIFY SOC ASSEMBLY OPERATIONS AND AIDS 
• PERFORM REAL-TIME MAN-IN-THE-LOOP SIMULATIONS OF DOCKING AND BERTHING 
OPERATIONS 
, 
• DETERMINE THE FEASIBILITY/COMPLEXITY OF ELIMINATING SINGLE-POINT 
RUNAWAY JET FAI LURE 
• ASSESS PLUME AFFECTS TO SOC 
• DETERMINE IMPLICATIONS OF RECOVERING UNUSED PROPELLANT FROM SHUTILE 
EXTERNAL TANK 
• FURTHER DEFINE FUEL TRANSFER SYSTEM 
• DEFINE A PROPELLANT STORAGE TANK CONCEPT FOR SOC AND FOR ORBITER 
• DETERM I NE FLI GHT SUPPORT FLU I DS, TRANSFER, AND STORAGE CONCEPTS 
Space Operalions and All~ Rockwell 




• FURTHER DEVELOP FLIGHT SUPPORT FACILITY CONCEPT(S) 
• FURTHER DEVELOP THE STANDARD MATING INTERFACE CONCEPT 
• DEVELOP REMOTE ACTUATING UTILITIES CONNECTIONS 
• DEVELOP DOCKING MODULE 
• DEVELOP A HANDLING AND POSITIONING AID (HPA) 
• DEVELOP THE PAYLOAD INSTALLATION AND DEPLOYMENT AID (PIDA) 
• FURTHER DEVELOP SOC ASSEMBLY ALIGNMENT AIDS-
TV CAMERA, TARGET, LIGHTS 
• DEVELOP A MOBILE MANIPULATOR 
Space Operallons and 41 ... Rockwell 
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• OTHER FLU I D 
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fI FLY HI FOR 
HI DENSITY ATMOS 
LOW SOC TRAfF IC 
soc ORB IT ALTITUDE STRATEGY 
USE VARIABLE ALTITUDE STRATEGY 
CAN SAVE 10 - 15 PERCENT 
LOGISTICS COSTS 
Splice Operallon. and 41~ Rockwell 
Salellile Sr11ems Division ~~~ International 
• FLY LO FOR 
LOW DENSITY ATMOS 

















SOC OPERATIONAL ALTITUDE RANGE 
" 
• -EXAMPLE ALTITUDE VARIATIONS 
STD SHUTTLE 
.-::tL = 10 PSf 
CDA 
ISp = 230 SEC 
LOGISTICS TRAFfiC = 2 SOC MASS/yR 





..........-DECAY SAFETY __ _ 
- - - _~ (90 DAY) ;;;.. __ -__ _ 
OPTIMUM~ - --- ---~ 
lOGISTICS 
PERF 
160 1990 91 92 93 94 1995 96 W 98 99 2000 01 
YEAR 
Space Operallonll and 
Satellite Srlteml Dlvilion 
AIIl~ Rockwell C'b~ International 





LO TRAFf HI TRAFF 
236 210 210 
-- - - --
172 200 170 
- - - ---- -
OPERATIONAl ALTITUDE 
RANGE 
170 - 236 NMI 
OMS NOT REQUIRED 






















DELIVERY PERFORMANCE COMPARISON 
I STANDARD SHUTTLE C~~ DO THE JOB I" 



















NOMINAL MAX ATMOS 











SOC ORBIT ALTITUDE (NMO 
VOL 14 ............... 





::J 190 !:: ...... 
.... 
-J 180 150 200 250 300 
.......... AUGMENTED 
ORBIT ALTITUDE (NMO « 
.... 
!:: 
al 170 ~ STANDARD 
0 
160 0 2 3 
TRAFF IC MODEL - SOC MASS 
Space Operallonl and ~I~ Rockwell 








• SHUTTLE DELIVERS 
ALL LOGISTICS PILls 
TO SOC 
SOC LOGI STI CS MODE OPTIONS 
'Tud' ASSISTED 
DELIVERY 
• SHUTTLE DELIVERS ALL 
LOGISTICS PILls TO 
150 NMI ALT 
If " 
• TUG TRANSFERS PILls 
TO SOC ALT 
" u 
• TUG ISp = 250 SEC 
t(] 
Space Operallon. and ~I~ Rockwell 
Salelllle Sr •• em. Division \?'A:.'llnternat1onal 





• SHUTTLE DELIVERS MAKEUP l::..V 
TO SOC 
• SHUTTLE DEfIVERs-OTV P/Lls-& 
PROPELLANT TO 150 NMI 
• OTV fLYS -TO -GEO RETURNS 
TO SOC, THEN fLYS DOWN 
TO 150 NMI 
- -

















DELI VERY MODES COMPARI SON 
DIRECT SHUTTLE DELIVERY THE WAY TO GO 
• NORMALIZED TO STD SHUTTLE CAPABILITY 
• LOGISTICS OPTIMUM AT NOM MAX ATMOS LOGISTICS MODE 
~TUG OTV FLYDOWN ~!_ _ _~~ DIRECT SHUTTLE 
T---=Z.--~ 
APPROX 2% SPREAD ACROSS 
ALL MODES 
0.8~--------------~----------------~---------------L 12 
TRAFFIC LEVEL, SOC MASS/yR 
Space Operation a and ~l~ Rockwell 
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ALTITUDE 
REVI EW BERTHING 













REV I EW 1-------.,. 
• OTHER FLUID 
TRANSFER 
• FUEL QTY 
GAUGING 
• TRAFFI C 
MODEL 
Space Operation. and 41~ Rockwell 






SOC REV I SIT CLOSURE OPERATIONS 
I I I D1RtcflfoCKfNG I 
..J ORBITER CAPABILITY 
.J PROXIMITY OPERATIONS .J 
RUNAWAY JET ..; 
oJ - - - -PLUME IMPINGEMENT 
../ OPERATIONAL COMPLEXITY 
~ DOCKING MECH DESIGN 
v I RECOMMEND DI RECT DOCKI NG FOR SOC BASELI NE I 
Space Operallona and All" Rockwell 
Salellile Sr1tems Dlvilion ~A'J International 31S5D15877 
TERMINAL CLOSURE TRAJECTORY CONTROL 
" 





MOMENTUM CONTROL REQUIREMENTS V 
ORBITER CREW PROCEDURES 
& TRAINING REQUIREMENTS 
REAL TIME, MAN-IN-THE-lOOP SIMS REQD I 
Space Operations and Atl~ Rockwell 
Salellile Srslems DIVlllon ~b~ Internahonal 31SSD15876 
P-ROSlEM FACTORS I 
• CLOSING VELOCITY 
• TRAJECTORY ACCURACY 
• CREW RESPONSE 
• DAP MODES 









cOMMTr + ABORT 
TO DOCK TURNAROUND 
...-ruRTHER SIM ANAL REQD TO 
DEVELOP CREW PROCEDURES 
• DESIGN SOC FOR JET FIRING 
WHILE DOCKED 
• DESIGN SOC FOR HI-Z ABORT 
THRUST PLUMES 
Spac. Op.ratlonl and ~I~ Rockwell 
5alellll. Sy,leml Dlvilion "6~ Internat10nal 31SSD15875 
" 
RCS PLUME ANALYSIS 
" DES I GN SOC FOR HI-Z ABORT THRUSTING PLUME I 
~~ MLI ~ .... l~ ~PROTECTION ( ( (~C?:IWI '" ~7 [1 




CONTAMINATION FROM NORMAL RCS OPS SHOULD BE CONSIDERED I 
MANY REVISITS 
20 YRS, PLUS 
LIFE x 
~Y 
Space Operations and AlII ... Rockwell 
Satelllie Systems DIVISion V~~ Internabonal 
MOSTLY X & Y THRUSTING 
FOR NORMAL DOCKING 




PLUME IMPINGEMENT GEOMETRY 
----------
AFT RCS LOCATION 
SCALE 
o 50 FT 
Space Operallons and 41~ Rockwell 
Salellile Syslems DiviSion VA"" International 
J 
3155015871 
PLUME ANALYSIS METHOD 
II 
SIMPLIFIED, CONSERVATIVE TECHNIQUE 
2-D FLOW, AX I SYMMETRI C 
FAR FIELD, MULTIPLE THRUSTERS = n x SINGLE THRUSTER 
10 --IMASS FLUX 1---
- - ---
BEST CURVE FIT 
TO TOTAL 
MASS FLOW 
m· 3.0104 LB /SEC 
I MOMENTUM FLUX I 
BEST CURVE FIT 
TO MATCH THRUST 
OF 870 LBf 
V L • 11449 FPS 
--I ENERGY F-LUX 1--
1-0-3 m 
_. -- -- --
1 1_~ __ ~~ __ ~~ __ ~~ 
o 20 40 60 80 100 120 o 20 40 60 80 100- 120 0 
FlO'v'rANGLE (0) (DEGREES) -- -FLOW ANGLE (0) (DEGREES) 
-[-- V~----- d~-]---~ 
p - - X ~ sin B 
n 2 dn 
R 9 [
VL d· ] 
PT = R2g X d~ sin B cos B 
Space Operallon. and ~l~ Rockwell 
Salelille S,llems Dlvlalon Ii' 0 ~ International 
20 40 60 80 100 120 
F[OWANG(E18~-(DTGREES) 
X dril] . B dn 510 B= FLOW INCIDENCE ANGLE 
31SSD15872 
Res PLUME IMPINGEMENT SUMMARY 
AASS 






FWD RCS. } ENGINES 
C.z DIRECTION) 
HABITABILITY HODULE NO. I 
LOGISTICS "ODULE 
SERVICE "ODULE NO. I 
TOTAL 
AfT RCS. 6 ENGINES C.z DIRECTION} 




-Y THRUSTER. I ENGINE 
SOLAR ARRAY (~ 52- ANGLE) 
.. ) " ANTENNA 
(-v DIRECTION) 
RADIATORS (-Y DIRECTION) 
TOTAL 

























*NOTES: (I) ONE ENGINE PRODUCES 810 Ibr THRUST 









- I 71. It 















()) HASS flUX CONTAINS APPROX 9\ COl, 17.5t CO, .nd 29 2\ HlO 
**ASSUMED THAT THE SAH WAS OPAQUE (INTERNAL PARTS STOWAGE) 
Space Operallonl and ~I~ Rockwell 
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FROM FWD RCS 






o FROM AFT THRUSTER 
20 ORIGIN, FT 
40 
// 60 /J'~PSi J 2-5 psf OTV REGION / --I J--AXIAl OFFSET 100 
I J I 
I BETWEEN AFT ~. ____ ~ ____ ~_____ ~~ ____ ~J ____ ~ ____ ~. ANDPWD 
300 200 100 0 RCS ORIGINS 
AFT Res AXIAL DISTANCE,FT 
Space Operation. and ~l~ Rockwell 
Salelille Sraleml Division W 6 ~ International 31SSD15879A 1./7 
II 
300 
PLUME HEATING RATE CONTOURS FOR 9 Z-THRUSTER FIRING 
o 
1 BTU/FT2-SEC 
Spac:e Operallonl and .t41~ Rockwell 




FROM FWD RCS 

















POTENTIAL FOR PLUME INDUCED CONTAMINATION 




















L "DEADBAND" J 
I~ ±4-l/2 in. I 
Space Operations and AIIII~ Rockwell 
Satelille Systems Division '" ~ ~ International 
SOLAR ARRAY::::: 1/3 STER 
AVG MASS IMPINGEMENT 
~ 2 Ib/sec-STER x 1/3 STER 
::::: 0.7 Ib/sec 
nvo THRUSTERS, 80 MILLISEC 
2 x 0.08 x 0.7 ::::: O.l.lb/PULSE 
SAY 5 MINUTES PROX OPS PER DOCK 
2 X & Y PULSES PER MINUTE 
20 PULSES PER DOCK 
25 DOC K PER YEAR 
20 YEARS LIFE 




RMS BERTHING ANALYSIS 
RMS BERTHING ORBITER TO SOC FEASIBLE BUT REQUIRES SOFTWARE MODS I 
• SPAR HI FI SIMULATIONS 
• FLEXIBLE ARM DYNAMICS 
.7 SIM RUNS 
.5 MOTION ARREST 
.2 REPOSITION ORBITER 
• NORMAL RMS MODES PRODUCE 
UNDAMPED OSCILLATIONS 
• "MODIFIED MANUAL AUGMENTED MODE" 
PROVIDES STABLE CONTROL ••• FOR 
BOTH STOPPING & ARM MANEUVERING 
Space Operallons and ~I~ Rockwell 
Satellile Sy.tem. Division "'.~ International 3.155015861 
" 




NO CONSTRUCTION FIXTURE 
NOOTV 




XSOC = 526.68 
YSOC = 2.16 
ZSOC = 44.28 
-
INERTIAL (SlUG/ft2) 
IXX = 10,041,413 
Iyy = 8,269,763 
IZZ = 10,047,094 
IXY = +432,403 
Iyz = -251,472 
IzX = -648,327 
ZSOC 44.28 YSOC 2.16 
--•• +Zsoc 
~--ZSOc=O 
Space Operation I and ~l~ Rockwell 
SalelilleSYlleml Dlvl.lon "A~ International 
-\o--I1iiUQ-,j'-- - - X SOC 526.68 
GRAPPLE 
-_/ FIXTURE 
,.. / - - ---
-_Xsoc 120 
~---- Y SOC -35 
-Xsoc 
3155D12035 A 51 
\ 
ORBITER MASS PROPERTIES FOR BERTHING ANALYSIS 









MASS = 271,700 LB 
C.G. (IN.) Xo = 1129.5 
. YO = 0 









Space Operallons and l~l~ Rockwell 
Satetllte Systems DIYlslon ~A'J International 
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ORBITER/SOC BERTHING GEOMETRY 










-//////_' ! .... _SE_P_A_RA_T_IO_N_D_I_ST_A_N_C_E .. ~ 298 in. (24.8 ft) 
Space Operallonl and ~I~ Rockwell 








RMS BERTHI NG RESULTS SUMMARY 
RUN CASE CONDITIONS SUMMARY RESULTS 
I 
-PHM AUTOMATICALLY ENGAGED FEW 1 -ARREST INITIAL MOTION (.1 ft/sec, .0250 /sec) MOTION 
IN THE ARM PLANE SECONDS AFTER "RIGIOIZATION" 
-MAM/CONTROLLERS IN NEUTRAL (I.E., ZERO RATE -MARGINAL STABILITY 
COMMANDS) -NO APPRECIABLE DAMPING (800 sec) 
-SOC CENTRE OF MASS PEAK TO PEAK 
EXCURSIONS 15ft 
2 -SAME AS ABOVE WITH INITIAL MOTION PERPENDICULAR - UNDAMPED OSCILLATION 
TO THE ARM PLANE 
3 eARREST INITIAL MOTION (.1 It/sec, .0250 /sec) MOTION IN -STABLE CONTROL EXHIBITED, 
THE ARM PLANE AFTER 400 SECONDS" 
-MODIFIED MAM/CONTROLLERS IN NEUTRAL -SOC CENTRE OF MASS PEAK TO PEAK 
EXCURSION WITHIN 1 INCH 
-SOC ATTITUDE EXCURSION WITHIN 
0.2DEG 
- RElATIVEL Y HIGH LOADS FOR SHORT 
PERIOD IMMEDIATelY AFTER 
RIGIOIZATlON'LEVElS ACCEPTABLE 
4 -SAME AS ABOVE WITH SOC INERTIA 101 HIGHER THAN - HIGHER FREQUENCIES ARE EXHIBITED 
BASeliNE; SIMULATE "STOPPING PHASE" WITH SOC ACS AND SliGHTL Y HIGHER LOADS, BUT 
ACTIVE STILL WITHIN ACCEPTABLE LEVelS 
5 -MANEUVER SOC WITH MODIFIED MAM -SUITABLE STRATEGY FOR MANEUVERING 
-INITIAL CONDITIONS FROM END OF RUN 3 THE SOC 
- COMMAND TOWARDS "PREBERTH" POSITION/ORIENTATION 
6 - USING SLIGHtlY MODIFIED OCAS MODE - OCAS QUITE SUITABLE FOR MANEUVERING 
-MANEUVER THE SOC TO "PREBERTH" POSITION/ THE SOC 
ORIENTATION - OCAS NOT SUITABLE FOR STABILIZING 
-STABILIZE THE SOC AT "PREBERTH" THE SOC;MARGINAL STABILITY IS 
-INITIAL CONDITION FROM END OF RUN 3 EXHIBITED NEAR THE "PREBERTH" 
POSITION 
1 - ARREST HIGH ANGULAR MOTION (052 It/sec, .1132o/sec) - MODIFIED MAM CONFIRMED AS THE 
- MODIFIED MAM/CONTRDLLERS IN NEUTRAL STRATEGY FOR STOPPING AND/OR 
STABILIZING THE SOC 
Space Operallons and "'tt. Rockwell 
Satellite Systems DIVISion .~~ Internahonal 3155015862 
BERTHING SIMULATION RESULTS - RUN 1 




















D... 0.2 ...... -----I...-----~~~--&.---~ 
M 
en 
o D... - _ 
-1 .340 '------'-----'------'---..... 






























~ 1.6~ ________ _'__ __ --' ___ ..... 
C) 0 246 8 
TIME (102SEC) 
Space Operations and 41~ Rockwell 
Satellite Systems DIVISion tlli'A~ International 31S5D15863 
BERTHING SIMULATION RESULTS - RUN 3 
\ 
i I RELATIVE CG POSrnON I ____ J j<YINT ANGLES I 
oX -5.73 
N" 
SHOULDER YAW MOTION CONlROLLED ~ 100 SEC 








~~____________ 0 I 
~ I I 


















.:- -6.62 MOTION WELL DAMPED I 
~ BY500SEC~ 
--------........ ----- e. -6.72 I 
I ~ 
« 

















Q. -1.340'-____ ~ _____ -4.. ____ _'____l __ __' C> 1.670---__ ....... '--_____ ~_~ __ _" 
o 2 4 6 8 0 2 4 6 
TIME (102 SEC) TIME (102 SEq 
SpIC. Op.rallonl and ~I~ Rockwell 
Sal.lIlI. SYlleml Dlvilion "'A~ International 
8 
3155015864 
BERTHING SIMULATION RESULTS - RUN 4 
\\ 
" 
fRELAT IVE -CG pOSIT ION t 











































8 1.66 0 
-1.340,'-"----.1'----_1.----"'-1.---....... 
o 2 4 6 
TIP"E -(102 SEC' 
Space Operallonl and ... 1 ... Rockwell 
Salellile SYlleml Dlvilion "'A" Internahonal 
I __ MOTION CONTROLLED I & DAMPED ~ 300 SEC 
4 6 
TIME (102 SEC' 
8 
31S5015885 5'1 




-~ -6.66 lAX -15IN.' 














-1.34 ~ _____ ~ ___ ...L-___ '-----..,.jI 
o 234 
TIME (102 SEC) 























~ -4.0 '--------.-..&.-------~ 
~ 
2 
'~ __ ----------------__ __ 
0
0 2 3 4 
TIMEcl02 SEC) 
Space Operatlona and ~l~ Rockwell 






























BERTH ING- S I MULAT ION RESULTS - RUN 6 
I I I RELAT IVE CG POS IT ION I I JO INT ANGLES/RATES I 
2 
-



























ct -1.2 ...------...... ----...... ---0.-..... ---
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-1.5 ~_---~---~---...... ---~ o 2 4 6 
TIME (102 SEC) -TIME(102 SEC) 
Space Operallons and ~I~ Rockwell 
S;>\clllle S1_lems Dlvilion VA~ International 31SS015887 

















o 4 6 8 

















• ____ MOTION' CONTROLLED 
r tR::: 150 SEC 
• I 
I 










1.62 ""----.d_-----.Io_---~ __ ---... 
o 2 4 6 8 
TIMEl102 SEC) 
. 
Space Operation. and ~,~ Rockwell 
Satellite Sra.ema Dlvlalon ~A~ International 3155015888 
" 
BERTHING ANALYSIS CONCLUSIONS 
I, • RMS BERTHING APPEARS FEASIBII I 
-STOPPING DISTANCE & ANGLES WITHIN 
18 INCHES & 5 DEGREES 
-HIGH RESIDUAL MOTIONS INVESTIGATED 
- NO DANGER OF CONTACT 
• MINOR SOFfWARE MODS REQUI RED 
- CAN ARREST RES I DUAL MOTION W / CURRENT SOFTWARE 
-CANNOT MANEUVER & STABILIZE TO MATE BERTHING PORTS 
• FURTHER SIM ANALYSIS REQUIRED 
-CHECK SOC/ORBITER BODY FLEXIBILITY EFFECTS 
- EXPLORE CONTROL GAINS FOR AUTO POSITIONING MODE 
Space Operallons and ~I~ Rockwell 
Satellite Srstems Dlvillon "'A ~ International 3155015865 (,/ 
DOCKING MODULE IS DESIGNED FOR 










- TUNNEL ADAPTER • EXTENDS 15 IN. ABOVE ORBITER ML 
• RETRACTS TO 36 IN. BELOW PAYLOAD BAY 
DOOR INNER ML 
• PROVIDES 40 IN. CLEAR OPENING 
• PROVIDES INTERFACE UTiLITES WITH IN 
PRESSURE VOLUME 
• PROVIDES ACCESS TO UTILITIES 
Space O~rallona and "l~ Rockwell 




DOCK I NG MODULE CHARACTER I STI CS 
II 
• UTILITIES INTERfACES: 
- ADEQUATE AVAILABLE AREA .......... . 
-REMOTE CONNECTIONS ...•••••..••••.• 
- SERVICEABLE .......... .. 
( 
-"- -
25 t0N POWER 
SYSTEM 
OR 
5pace Operahon$ and 41~ Rockwell 
Satellite 51stems DIvIsion ", A ~ International 80SSD10837 ~3 
1 \ 
DOCKING/BERTHING INTERFACE CONCEPT 
" 
• DEVELOP A STANDARD DOCKING INTERFACE CONCEPT 
II 
MODULE· I NTERFACE ORBITER DOCKING MODULE CONCEPT 
FREON SUPPLY (PRI 8& SEC) 
FREON RETURN (PRI Sa SEC) 
HzO COOLANT SUPPLY (PRI Sa SEC) 
HzO COOLANT RETURN (PRI 8& SEC) 
H20 COOLANT RETURN (PRI Sa SEC) 
HzO POT ABLE SUPPLY 















AXIAL CLOSING VEL 0.16-06 FPS 
LATERAL VEL ~ 02 FPS 
ANGULAR VEL ~ 06 DEG/SEC 
LATERAL MISALIGNMENT ~ 0.76 FT 
ANGULAR MISALIGNMENT ~ 6.0 DEG (ROLL) 
~ 60 DEG 
(PITCH/YAW) 
Space Operatlonl and III~ Rockwell 





















REVI EW t----~ 
• OTHER FLU I D 
TRANSFER 




Space Operations and .41 ... Rockwell 







& ALIGNMENT AIDS 
SOC ASSEMBLY 
SOC CAN BE ASSEMBLED WITH ORBITER 
PROVISIONS IN DEVELOPMENT OR PLANNED 
Space Operllllons and 4!~ Rockwell 
Satellite Systems Division \?" ~ ~ International 3155015889 
\\ 
" 
REVISIT STABILITY CONSIDERATIONS 
RCS SUPPLEMENT REQUIRED FOR SOC BUILDUP I 
1\..----=-. 6 THRUSTERS 
::::::- (BASELINE) 
• SMALL TEMPORARY SYSTEM 
WILL SATISFY BASIC REVISIT 
• "FULL-UP" SOC SYSTEM WILL 
PROVIDE OPERATIONAL VERSI-
TlliTY DURING BUILDUP PHASE 
~ 
Space Operallon, and ~I'" Rockwell 





















• OTHER FLUID 
TRANSFER 




Space Operations and Atf.II~ Rockwell 














SOC-GDC BASELINE REFUEL SCHEMATIC 
CONSERVATIVE, MINIMUM RISK APPROACH I 
LIQUID 
SEPARATOR 
CHILLDOWN SPRAY NOZZLE 
(3 PRESSURE 













NOTE: l02 TRANSFER SYSTEM SAME AS lH2 EXCEPT NO CHILLDOWN VENTING 
Space Operallon. and ~I~ Rockwell 









NO.2 STAGE ROUND TRIP 
LOSSES-" TOTAL-
lO2 lH2 AVG 
FPR·· .64 11 .75 
FUEL BIAS - .10 .10 
BOILOFF 20 20 40 
lIO TRAPPED .45 05 50 
VAPTRAPPED .17 .13 .30 
TOTAL 146 .59 205 
I GRANO TOTAL 4.91 I 239 1 73 I 
*% OF TOTAL PROPELLANT 
LOADED ON GROUND 
BASELINE CRYO PROPELlJ\NT 











NO.1 STAGE ROUND TRIP LINE CHilL .06 04 
LOSSES-% TOT AL • MOTV CHill 
.30 
lO2 lH2 AVG BOllOFF 40 .40 






FUEL BIAS 10 .10 ORBITER LOSS-% TOTAL· 
BDiLOFF l02 lH2 
lIO TRAPPED 45 .05 .50 lIO TRAPPED 145 .45 
VAPTRAPPED 17 13 30 VAPTRAPPED .28 .22 





**FlIGHT PERFORMANCE RESERVE 
Space Operallonland ~I"" IRnOteCrknwaetilOI nol 
Salellile SYllems Division .A~ 




























CENTER CAPILLARY -::-it~~~0 
VANED SUMP 
DISCHARGEVALVE - /-----~ 
/' MINI-, 
/ PUMP 
CONSIDER DESIGNING SOC FOR EVOLUTIONARY 
IMPROVEMENTS/GROWTH IN CRYO TRANSFER 
- REDUCE FRONT END COSTS 
-IMPROVE EFFICIENCY WHEN FLT RATE INCREASES 
Space Opelatlon, ana if1l~ Roc..-kweU 











- - I~ ~I CAPACITY: 
KSC 
AVAILABLE RESIDUALS - LB 
. FPR 6000 
LH2 900 
ET TRAPPED 850 
MPS PLUMBING 1800 
TOTAL 9550 (i FPR) 
NOTE: UP TO 30,000 LB ADDITIONAL 
-- RESIDUALS IF ORBITER UNDERLOADED 
20 MINUTE COAST TO XfER 








LH2 LH2 = 3,400 LB 
" .,,/ L02 = 20,200 LB 
,::"--"':.. WEIGHT: 
, '\ TANKS :z 800 LB 
, L02 
" ,. PLUMBING:: 200 LIS 





TANjKS (PRESS. fE.,;D.-=-)~-=:.. B~:'-::::::::==="'I~:-_______ T:...:O:....O_RB_I1 __ " __ _ 
__ PROPOSED TRAJECTORIES 










ET RE - ENTRY 
AUSTRALIA 
Space Operallonl and ~1~ Rockwell 
5alellile 5rslems Dlvilion VP'~:) International 
ET RESI DUALS RECOVERY 
PACIFIC 
OCEAN 
• BENEFITS HIGH 
• WARRANTS FURTHER STUDY 
31S5015867 
SOC BASED CRYO SERVICES 
OTV PROPELLANT STORAGE ON 
SOC I S RECOMMENDED 
• ALLOWS ET SCAVANGING 
• ELIMINATES "ROUND OFF" FLIGHTS 
• YIELDS UNCOUPLED LOGISTICS OPS 
• EASES FLEET MANAGEMENT 
• IMPROVES SHUTTLE UTILIZATION 
KEEP SHUTTLE FULL 
--. PROVIDES-RAPID MISSION RESPONSE 
CAPABILITY 
• WIDENS OTV DESIGN OPTIONS 
SPACE BASING 
RESCUE 












-- _--J 4W 1 11/ 
=== -= ~~~IkS IW 1 "1111(,1"'110) 
L~o ~181 (lOO" IUN.UIIGI ... 1I0) w---
Mil 
l"YIIS 
REFIG SHIELD CONCEPT 
u:lo 
W SOC HOLD TANK (1 REFRIG. < 0:: 5 
t- 0:: SHIELD) RADIATOR 
o w 2 
t- ~ AREA -100 FT 
2 o~~====i=======~~ 100 K 200 K 
-- - -- --
TOTAL PROPELLANT MASS ,LB- (LOX/LH2@6:1) 
Space Operations and ~I~ Rockwell 
Sz:lelllle Syslems Division fP'}~ International 31SSD15866 
PROPELLANT GAGING CONCEPT SELECTION 
" 
II 
ACCURACY DEVELOPMENT DEVELOPMENT 
CONCEPT 1·G O-G RELIABILITY STATUS RISK SAFETY 
(FULLI (FULL/ 
EMPTY) EMPTY) 
PVT 0.5/l.0 0.5/l.0 GOOD OPERATIONAL LOW EXCELLENT 
NUCLEAR 1.0/2.0 1.5/l.0 POOR FIELD DEMO MODERATE FAIR 
RF 2.0/2.0 2.0/l.0 GOOD LAB DEMO MODERATE GOOD 
ACOUSTIC 0.5/l.0 0.5/l.0 GOOD LAB DEMO LOW EXCELLENT 
RESONANCE 
ULLAGE 0.5/3.0 0.5/3 0 GOOD LAB DEMO LOW EXCELLENT 
COMPLIANCE 
CAPACITANCE 0.5/0.5 2.0/3.0 POOR OPERATIONAL LOW GOOD 
FIBER OPTICS 0.5/0.5 N/A GOOD LAB DEMO LOW EXCELLENT 
(POINT SENSOR) 
·POINT SENSORS RECOMMENDED FOR OTV FOR ACCURATE GAGING & 
MIXTURE RATIO CONTROL AT END OF BURN 
Space Opelallon. and AJl~ Rockwell 










FLU 10 RATING 
COMPATIBILITY (0·10) 









ZERO-C CRYOGENIC TANK GAUGING AND PROPELLANT POSITIONING SYSTEM 










NOTE: GYROSCOPE FORCES NEGLIGIBLE 
Space Operation a and ~t~ Rockwell 
Satellile S1atema Dlvlalon PA~ International 215S014873 

















• SINGLE STAGE BLOWDOWN 
· 
• MULTI-STAGE BLOWDOWN 
- -.------ -- -----
• REG PRESSURE EXPULSION 
-- ---- ----
---
• ULLAGE COMPRESSION 
-- --
• ULLAGE DISPLACEMENT 
--- ---..... _- - ---
REGULATED TRANSFER CONCEPT 
4000 PSI 
(GN2) 
Space Operallonl and ~I. Rockwell 
Sal.lll1e SYlleml Dlvilion Vb~ International 
v' 







31SSD 15868 1& 
CAND I DATE HYDRAZI NE TRANSFER METHODS 






(B) MULTI-STAGE BLOWDOWN 
UQUID/VAPOR 
SEPARATOR 







(D) CONVENTIONAL PUMPED TRANSFER 
Space Operallons and 
Salellil. Srslema Division 
(E) ULLAGE DISPLACEMENT PUMPED TRANSFER 




-FLIGHT SUPPORT FAC IliTY FLU 10 TRANSFER OPT IONS 
\\ 
" 
FLU 10 TRANSFER 
----p _ .. -
• SIMPLE OPERATIONS 
• REQ ADDED LINES & 
EQUIP ON SOC 









• POTENTIAL RETURN 
OF LARGE UNUSED 
FLUIDS 
. . 
"HYBR 10," TANK FARM 




• ELiM BAY INS·Y-ALlATION 
& UNUSED FLUIDS 
PROBLEM 




OPTIONS 1 & 2 
• PROBABLY EUM OPTION 1, AVOID MANIFEST CONSTRAINTS 
• MORE WORK NEEDED ON FLU IDS USAGE, VAR lAB IlITY, ETC 
Space Operallons and ~I'" Rockwell 
Sllelilie Syslem. Dlvlalon ~~~ International 3155015884 1t 
MISSION CHARACTERISTICS, SOC-DESTINED SHUTTLE FLIGHTS 
II YEAR OF FLI GHT 
NUMBER OF Fli GHTS 
• PLANETARY & LUNAR MI SS IONS 1 1 1 1 
• GEOSTATIONARY PLATFORM DEL 1 1 1 1 3 
& SERVICE INCL GEO RADAR 
• GEOSTATIONARY SPACE STATION 
(MANNED) DELIVERY & SERVICE 
MISSIONS 
• DEPT. OF DEFENSE MISSIONS 2 3 4 4 6 5 
• MI SC. MULTI PLE PAYLOADS 2 1 2 1 
• DEBRI S REMOVAL (GEO & OTHER 1 
ORBITS 
• LARGE, SPECIAL PAYLOADS 
1 DELI VERY & DEPLOYMENT 
Space Operallona and A I.. Rockwell 
Satellite Systema Division VA~ International 
1 1 2 1 
6 5 8 8 
5 
5 5 2 5 
1 1 
2 2 5 2 
2 2 5 2 
1 1 
11 7 4 5 
4 4 4 5 
5 4 7 6 




















TOlA-[-PAVLOAo-MAS s--i"{) -SOC--ORB fr 
(NOT INCLUDING ASE OR TANK MASS) 
• SPACE-BASED OTV CASE 
• UPRATED ORBITER 
45 TONNES CAPACITY 




FOR OTV ........ 
orr OVERHAuL: 












YEAR OF FLIGHT 
Spece OpcHeliona end Aj" Rockwell 
SlIlelll'e Sya'ema Dlvilion V ~ ~ International 
T 
31SSD15857 
TRAFFI C MODEL, SOC-DESTI NED ORB ITERS 
STANDARD SHUTTLE 
- -----------
RF RF - OTV REFURBISH 60 I AND OVERHAUL FL TS 
50 
. 
o fo Z 
10 
MAXIMUM FOR 
2 ORBITERS, 16-DAY CTRS 
~-~~--~~==------STANDARD ORBITER: 
.29.5 TONNES LIFT 
.53 FT AVAIL. P/L LENGTH 










-t--..... IRF ,-___ , I 
I -- I L.~.J 
I • I 
I r--'" Lo __ ..1 PAYLOADS +- EXP-OTVs 
~--- 1 r-~---""'-' • • J / CREV/ ROT ATION/RESUPPL Y _ ..... __ _ I '-__ _ ---' 
--
1 7 14 o~~~--~~~--~~~~~--~~~--~~~~~~~~~~ 
1987 89 92 93 94 95 96 97 98 99 2000 
YEAR -OF FLIGHT 
Space Opelallonl and ~, .... Rockwell 




t- -_ V'I 





28 UJ ~ 
16 UJ cl £:0 
UJ V'I 





OED ICATED ORB ITER EQU IPMENT USAGE 
, 
~ TYPE OF FLIGHT 
SOC fliGHT CONSTR 
STD EQUIPMENT RESUPPL Y SUPT FACIL PROJ FUEL WEIGHT 
ITEMS LM LOGISTICS LOGISTICS TANKER (LB) 
DOCKING MODULE X X X X 3900 
PIDA (2) X X X 400 
HPA (1) X X X 350 
SCAVENGE PLUMBING X X X X 200 
SCAVENGE TANK SET X X ? ? 800 
TANK (TANKER FL TS) X 7500 
RMS X X X 1000 
PASSENGER SEATS X 300 
SLEEP STATIONS * * * * 130 
3RD CRYO TANK SET * * * 
* 
1500 
6 CAMERAS & lIG HTS X X X X MINOR WT ITEMS 
STD AIRLOCK * * 
* * 
950 (REQ OM REV) 
ELECTRICAL HARNESS * * * * (TBD) 
• AFD & CREW HAB EQ * * * * (TBO) 
*CANOIOATE FOR WEIGHT SAVINGS 
Space Operallons and .11~ Rockwell 
Salelllle Syslema Dlvilion \.,..,~~ International 3155015883 
EXECUTIVE 
SUMMARY 
----.....--' ORB ITAL 
ALTITUDE 
REVIEW BERTHING 















• OTHER FLU I 0 
TRANSFER 
• FUEL aTY 
GAUGING 
• TRAFFI C 
MODEL 
Space Operallon. and ~I" Rockwell 






FLIGHT SUPPORT FACILITY 
Space Operations and ~I~ Rockwell 
Satellite Systems Dlvilion '" A ~ International 
TASK 5 OBJECTIVES 
\\ 
II 
• DETERMINE IMPLICATIONS TO SOC FOR SUPPORTING 
SPACECRAFT ASSOCIATED ACTIVITIES 
-LAUNCH 
- ASSEMBLY 
- SERVI CING 
- RECOVERY 
• DETERMINE UNIQUE REQUIREMENTS IMPOSED ON 
SPACECRAFT TO PERMIT THESE SPACE-BASED 
ACTIVITIES 
• DETERMINE IMPLICATIONS ON SHUTTLE FOR 
SUPPORTING THE SAME ACTIVITIES 
Space Operallons and ~I~ Rockwell 
Satelhle Systems DIvIsion "A~ International 





• SPACECRAFT SERVICING PHILOSOPHY 
• ARRANGEMENT DEVELOPMENT 




Space Operallons and ~I~ Rockwell 
Satellite Systems DiviSion .... ~ Internatlonal 
\ 
SPACECRAFT SERVICING PHILOSOPHY 
• SPACECRAFT SERVICING ISSUES 
• EVA AND/OR REMOTE MANIPULATOR OPERATIONS 
• FACI LlTY GROWTH ISSUES 
Space Operallons and 
Satetllte Systems DIvIsion 
All ... Rockwell "A~ Internahonal 
SPACECRAFT SERVICING ISSUES 
DEVELOP VERSATILE MULTIPLE SERVICING FUNCTIONS CAPABILITY 
ISSUES CONSIDERATIONS 
• MAINTENANCE/SERVICING • SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE 
• UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE 
• LEVELS OF REPLACEABLE • LRU COMPONENTS 
ITEMS • SUBSYSTEM ASSEMBLIES 
• WAREHOUSING • SPARE PARTS~ TOOLS~ ETC. 
\ 
• SPECIAL EQUIPMENT 
• STORAGE • CREW MODULES (GROWTH CAPABILITY) • OTV ELEMENTS 
• PROPELLANT 
• OPERATIONS • EVA 
• MANIPULATOR 
Space Operations and ~l~ Rockwell 
Satetllte Systems DIvIsIon "A~ International 
, 










• LONG TERM 
I--~ • SHORT TERM 
WAREHOUS ING 
Space Operallons and 41~ Rockwell 






EVA AND/OR MANIPULATOR OPERATIONS 
-MAN/MACHINE CAPABILITIES 
- FUNCTION ALLOCATION CONCERNS 
- APPLIED METHODS SELECTION PROCESS 
FOR LSS CONSTRUCTION 
• GU I DELI NES FOR MAN / MACH I NE 
FUNCTIONAL ALLOCATION 
Space Operations and ~l~ Rockwell 






HUMAN SUPERIORITY MACHINE SUPERIORITY 
- ORIGINALITY -PRECISE) REPETITIVE 
- RAPID REPROGRAMMING - MI N IMUM REACTION LAG 
-IMPENDING FAILURE -DATA STORAGE AND RECALL 
RECOGNITION 




-EXERTING LARGE AMOUNTS OF 





- UTILIZING EQUIPMENT BEYOND 
LIMITS 
Space Operations and ~I~ Rockwell 
Satellite SYlitems Dlvilion .,~~ International 
91 
ALLOCATION CONS I DERATIONS 
)~ 
" 
• TIME CONSTRAINTS & WORK RATES 
• ACCURACY & DEXTER ITY 
• MASS & SIZE 
• REACH & TRAVEL DISTANCES 
• PHYSICAL & FUNCTIONAL INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS 
• RELIABILITY, SAFETY, & CONTINGENCIES 
• ENVIRONMENTAL CONSTRAINTS 
• HUMAN & COST FACTORS 
Space Operallons and .... I~ Rockwell 














- REPAIR & MAINT 
METHODS SELECTION PROCESS FOR lSS CONSTRUCTION 
ENVIRO NME NTAL 
CONSTRAINTS 
--.. -IONIZING RAD 
---.,.. - THERMAL 




___ - REACH DIST. 
--.. - TRANSPORT 
- SUBASSEMBLY 
PROCEDURES 







.... -----4 ... w TRADE 
... OFF 
Space Operations and ~I"" Rockwell 











L...a.. - WORK RATES 
r----- & TIMES 
- DEXTERITY & 
ACCURACY 
-MASS PROPERTIES, 
VOLUME & ACCESS 








EXAMPLES OF GU I DELINES FOR MAN I MACH INE FUNCTIONAL ALLOCATIONS 
GUIDELINES 
• USE OF MAN I PULATOR EXCEPT 
FOR COMPLEX AND CRITICAL 
CLEARANCES 
• USE EVA/CHERRY PICKER FOR 
COMPLEX AND CRITICAL 
CLEARANCES 
• USE EVA FOR 
- DEXTEROUS OPERATIONS 
- INSPECTION 




TRANSPORT OF LARGE MASSES 
- HIGHER TRANSPORT RATE 
- DEPTH PERCEPTION 
WIDE VISION RANGE 
MONITORING DURING TRANSPORT 
WORK STATION OPERATIONS 
-DEMONSTRATED CAPABILITY 
-LOW DEVELOPMENT COST 
-MINIMIZES EVA 
-CAN BE DESIGNED FOR REMOTE 
HANDLING OPERATIONS 
Space Operallon, and ~I~ Rockwell 
Sllelllle Syslems Dlvilion p .. " International 
IMPLEMENTATION 
-MOBILE MANIPULATOR ON SF 
RCM 
RMS 
-EVA/CHERRY PICKER MOUNTED 
ON MANIPULATOR 
-EVA/CHERRY PICKER MOUNTED 
ON MANIPULATOR 
-MOBILE MANIPULATORS ON 
SF FOR OTV 
" 
FACILITY GROWTH ISSUES 
• SINGLE-STAGE OTV 
• MULTI-STAGE OTV 
• MANNED OTV 
• CREW MODULE STORAGE 
• FUEL STORAGE 
Space Operations and ~I'" Rockwell 
Salelhle Syslems DIvIsion "A"fIt Internahonal 
\ \ 
, " 
SERVICING PHILOSOPHY SUMMARY 
• MODELED AFTER AIRLINE PRACTICES 
- SCHEDULED & UNSCHEDULED MAINTENANCE 
SERVICING CAPABILITY 
- REPLACEMENTS ONLY WHEN NECESSARY 
• MINIMIZE EVA OPERATIONS 
• INCORPORATE WAREHOUS ING FACI LITIES 
• PROVIDE DEDICATED MAINTENANCE POSITIONS 
• PERMIT MULTI-SPACECRAFT SERVICING OPERATIONS 
• INCLUDE GROWTH PROVISIONS 
Space Operahons and A1IIII~ Rockwell 
Satetllte Systems DIvIsIon "A~ Internahonal 
SERVICING FIXTURE (SF) ARRANGEMENT DEVELOPMENT 
", 
• CRITERIA AND REQUIREMENTS 
• CONFIGURATION DEVELOPMENT 
• ARRANGEMENT DESCRIPTION 
Space Operations and ~I'" Rockwell 
Satellite Systems DIvIsion ".~ International 
9'7 
FLI GHT SUPPORT FAC I L1TY ARRANGEMENT CR ITER IA 
\\ 
'II 
• ACCOMMODATE BOTH TANDEM & PARALLEL TANK/STAGING OTV CONCEPTS 
• MINIMIZE CONFIGURATION-INDUCED FORCES ON SOC CONTROL (DRAG, 
ASSYMETRY, ETC.) 
• PROVIDE SERVICING FACILITIES FOR OTVs, PLANETARY VEHICLES, & SATELLITES 
• PROVIDE FUEL STORAGE FACILITY (GROWTH) 
• PROVI DE SERVICING CONTROL CENTER 
• MAINTAIN ORBITER CLEARANCE FOR BOTH A ONE-ORBITER ARRANGEMENT & A 
TWO-ORB ITER ARRANGEMENT 
• PROVIDE RCM ACCESS & VISIBILITY TO SERVICING VEHICLES 
• PROVI DE DEDICATED PORTS FOR: 
• OTV CREW MODULE 
• LOGISTICS MODULE/CRADLE 
• MQTV 
Space Operallons and ~l"" Rockwell 
Salellile Syslems DIVISion .,.~ Internahonal 110SSDl1985A 
OTV/MOTV MODEL CHARACTERISTICS 
• UNMANNED OTV MISSIONS WILL OUTNUMBER MANNED MISSIONS BY 3 TO 1 
• SOC STOWAGE PROVISIONS FOR MOTV CREW MODULE 
• TWO-PERSON MOTV CREW COMPLEMENT 
• NO AIRLOCK IN MOTV CRE\I MODULE 
• MOTV TURNAROUND OPERATIONS HILL INCLUDE AN EVA "WALK-AROUND" 
INSPECTION 
• MOTV/OTV RETURN TO EARTH AFTER 8 MISSIONS FOR MAJOR GROUND OVERHAUL 
• MOTV/OTV WILL HAVE SELF-DIAGNOSTIC CAPABILITY WITH BUILT-IN COMPUTER 
SWITCHING TO REDUNDANT UNITS 
• CONSIDER TANDEM AND PARALLEL TANKING/STAGING ARRANGEMENTS FOR 
SERVICING AT THE SOC 
Space Operallon5 and ..... I~ Rockwell 




PARALLEL TANKS OTV/MOTV CONFIGURATION 
DROP TANK (3) 
MMS REPLACEMENT H I PRESS 
MODULE (12) EXPENDABLES 
RADIATOR 
PANEL (2) 




- 4 DOF 
- 2M LONG 
MANIPULATOR (2) 
-7 DOF 







" , \ 
I " 
I '" ~ \ / I 
I I \ .., 
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TANDEM TANKS OTV/MOTV CONFIGURATION 
FAIRING 
RL 10 ENG INE (2) 
Space Operations and 
Salelille Syslems DIvIsion 
TANDEM 
TANK (2) 







10 MOTV RETRIEVAL 
-. PREPARATIONS 
---
5.0 SAfE SYSTEMS FOR 
-+ CREW EGRESS 
, 
-t- 11 EXTERIOR 
-+ INSPECTION 
11 0 UNSCHEDULED 
-. 
MAINT/REPAIR ON r. AVIONICSIPROPULSION 
MODULE 
140 TRANSFER 
--Jl UNMANNED OTV r-. MODU LE/PA nOAD 
TO SAM 
190 ACTIVATE & C/O 
-. 
SYSTEMS'DlSCONNECT 
SOC POWER & SUPPORT r-. 
EQUIPMENT HOOKUPS, 
TROllEYS 
MOTV TURNAROUND FLOW CHART 
MOTV TURNAROUND - RETURN 
20 PROXIMITY f-+ 30 DOCK OR BERTH f-+ 31 SECURE MOTV GUIDANCE/CONTROL MOTV TO fiXTURE/SOC TO fiXTURE 
52 POWER SYSTEM 6.1 PROPULSION SYSTEM f-t- SAFING & HOOKUP f-+ 60 EGRESS CREW SAflNG TOSOC 
q 0 SEPARATE 90 TRANSFER CREW 72 INTERIOR 
CHECKOUT & ~ AVIONICS/ f-+ MODULE TO STOW & INSPECTION PROPULSION SERVICE PORT (SEE MODULE SET CM TURNAROUND) 
120 CALIBRATE/ 111 EXTERIOR 4 11 2 ENGINES AND/OR f-+ CHECKOUT SURFACE REPAIR ENGINE COMPONENTS AVIONICS 
150 ASSEMBLE 
UNMANNED OTV 160 CHECKOUT 17 0 REFUEL CORE MODULE/PA nOAD ~ ASSEMBLY f-t. 
TO PROPULSION CONTINUITY PROPULSION MODULE 
MODULE 
210 RELEASE OTV 
200 PREPARE TO f-. 
BACKOFf FROM SAM TO 
RelEASE OTV SAfe DISTANCE TRANSFER CONTROL 
TO GROUND OR SOC 
Space Operation. and ~I~ Rockwell 
5&1.1111. SYilem. Division "'A.~ International 
f-+ 40 ATTACH MOTV TO -. SEAL PRESSURE PORT 
70 INSPECT/CHECKOUT 




f-+ TIME LIMITED LRU', ON -. AVIONICS/PROPULSION 
MODULE SET 
13 0 REFill flUIDS & 
~ SUPPLIES (EXCEPT r+ FUEL) 
180 INSTAll DROP 





SERVICING ACTIVITY DATA SHEET SCOPE 
" 
I SELECTED, 
J SOC IMPACT METHOD 
ACTIVITY 
DESCRIPTION 





• PREPARED ONLY FOR CRITICAL FUNCTIONS 
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MODULE NO. 2 "".....~ 
ORBITAL TRANSFER 
VEHICLE (OTV) 
• ORBITER VERTICAL FIN 
INTERFERENCE 
CONF I GURATI ON DEVELOPMENT 
OPTION 1 OPTION 2 
+ZISOC) 
~--4-__ 
~-- ~,.,.. ~-T~~~,j~ 
OTV CREW Fs;rhl 
MODULE LOGISTICS 
CRAlli II 
,"1-; FSF LOGISTICS 
'{ CRADLE 




\ \RCS MODULE & 




• ORBITER 1 VERTICAL FIN 
INTERFERENCE WITH 
ORBITER 2 RADIATOR 
Mr
ULE 
• CLEARANCE BETWEEN 
ORBITERS 
• INCREASED DRAG 
Space Operations and 41~ Rockwell 




soc PRESSURE VOLUMES 
SOC PRESSURE 
VOLUME 2 
SERVICE MODULE NO. 2 








HAB MODULE NO.1 
(SOC PRIMARY CONTROL) 












Space Operations and .41 .... Rockwell 
5alelille 5yslems Division "A~ International 21SSD14835A 
FLIGHT SUPPORT FACILITY CONTROL 
\) 







• SERVES AS BACKUP FOR SOC CONTROL 
Space Operations and .... I~ Rockwell 













INITIAL FLIGHT SUPPORT FACILITY CONFIGURATION 
SERVICE CONTROL MODULE 
WAREHOUSE -"-rr-~+.Jk--lJ1I 
~ MOBILE MANIPULATOR 
'" ~SERVICING FIXTURE 
OTV DOCKING PORT 
Space Operations and ~1~ Rockwell 
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SF TRANSLATION RAIL SYSTEM AND HANDLING BOOM REACH CAPABILITY 





Space Operations and ~J~ Rockwell 
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SF STOWAGE PROV IS IONS 
SERVICE FIXTURE 
PAYLOAD 
HAN DlING BOOM 
OTV REPLACEMENT 
MODULES 
ACCESS DOOR ~::::...... 




CONTROLLED SWING ARM 
WITH MODULE HANDLING 
AND EXCHANGE CAPABILITY 
LRU REPLACEMENT 
MODULES 
(1.0M x 100M x 5M) 
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MULTI-MISSION SPACECRAFT SUBSYSTEM MODULE 
I' I 
STANDARD GRAPPLE 
FIXTURE & END 
EFFECTOR 
RESTRAINT~ 
MODULE ~ TARGET 








...... ~ ..... ,,/ MODULE 
LIGHT \ 
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SF PACKAGING CONCEPT 
SERVICE FIXTURE STRUCTURE 
HELIUM TANK 
( 2 PLACES) 
Space Operations and ~l~ Rockwell Sat~lIIte SYlitemli Division "A~ International 
HYORAZ INE TAN K 











·-II ....... ILI., -::------ SERVICE 
Space Operahons and ~I~ Rockwell 














GROWTH PROVIS IONS 
SOC 
INTERFAC 





Space Operations and ~I"" Rockwell 
Satetllte Systems DIvIsion "A~ International 
CONTROL 
MODULE 
STORAGE M~JUj~~;:'---- COMPARTMENT 
SERVICE FIXTURE 
MOBILE 




I • APPROACM , 
FLIGHT SUPPORT FACILITY OPERATION 
___ TRAVELING 
MANIPULATOR 
I. DOCKING & POS ITIONING FOR SERVICE I 
SERVICING 
POSITION ~-~-






Space Operallon. and ~I~ Rockwell 










SPACE-BASED OTV SERVICING PROVISIONS 
• STANDARD BERTHING PORT I\T FORHARD END 
• THO PIDA ATTACH PROVISIor~S ON BODY 
• GRAPPLE FITTINGS TO ACCOMMODATE RMS 
• EXTERNALLY MOUNTED SUBSYSTEM PACKAGES (LRU) 
• ELECTRICAL UMBILICAL INTERFACE 
• PROPELLANT FILL INTERFACE 
Spa<.e Ope'allons and .... 1 .... Rockwell 
Satetllte Systems Olvl~lon "J..~ International 
I 
ADAPTER 
OTV I MOTV IN ORBIT ASSEMBLY 








Space Operations and ,I, ~~~~~~I~nal 




TASK 5 CONCLUS IONS 
" 
II 
• SERVICING PHILOSOPHY BASED ON AIRLINE OPERATIONS IS FEASIBLE 
• IMPACT OF SPACECRAFT SERVICING CAPABILITY ON SOC IS A 
FLIGHT SUPPORT FACILITY THAT 
- PERFORMS MAJOR ASSEMBLY, MAINTENANCE, AND 
SERVICING OPERATIONS 
- INCLUDES A DEDICATED CONTROL CENTER (BACK-UP SOC CONTROl) 
- SERVICES MORE THAN ONE SPACECRAFf 
SIMULTANEOUSLY 
- PROVIDES FOR GROWTH CAPABILITY 
• SPACECRAFT PROVISIONS TO PERMIT IN-SPACE SERVICING ARE NOMINAL 
AND FEAS I BLE 
• SHUTTLE PROVISIONS TO PERMIT IN-SPACE SERVICING ARE MINIMAL 
SplICe Operations and ~IIA. Rockwell 











REVIEW I SOC -
ASSEMBLY • BERTHING SIMULATIONS REVIEW SOC 




• OTHER FLU I D SUPPORT TRANSFER 
• FUEL QTY FACILITY I 
GAUGING 
• TRAFFIC CONCLUSION 
MODEL 




• COMPLETED ANALYSIS OF THE FIVE TASKS 
• IDENTIFIED A VARIABLE ALTITUDE STRATEGY FOR SOC OPERATIONS 
• IDENTIFIED THE OPERATIONS NECESSARY TO DOCK OR TO BERTH SHUTTLE TO SOC 
• DETERMINED PRELIMINARY REQUIREMENTS FOR A STANDARD MATING INTERFACE 
AND DOCK I NG MODULE 
• IDENTIFIED EQUIPMENT REQUIRED FOR SOC BUILDUP IN ANY SEQUENCE 
• IDENTIFIED PROPELLANT TRANSFER CONCEPTS AND PROPELLANT STORAGE BENEFITS 
• IDENTIFIED A SPACECRAFT SERVICING CONCEPT 
. 
• DETERMINED A FLI GHT SUPPORT FACILITY CONCEPT FOR EARLY SOC OPERATIONS 
WITH GROWTH CAPAB ILiTY 
• IDENTIFIED IMPLICATIONS TO THE SOC, SHUTTLE, AND OTV 
Space Operallons and .41~ Rockwell 
Satellite Systems Division "A~ International 
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